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Charge separation mediated by linearly-polarized light in transparent insulators is analyzed

numerically by integrating the equations of motion of a bound charge. It is shown that large static

and transient dipole moments can be induced by the magnetic component of light at nonrelativistic

intensities regardless of whether the pumplight is coherent or incoherent. Quantitative estimates

show that efficient conversion of optical beams to electrical power is possible in lossless dielectric

media and that THz radiation can be generated in unbiased materials through the use of transverse

optical magnetism. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3561505]

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent experiments have shown that intense magnetic

dipole radiation can be generated with light at intensities as

low as 107 W/cm2 in transparent dielectrics.1–3 This unex-

pected finding has been shown to take place via a magneto-

electric interaction that was overlooked in the early days of

nonlinear optics4 and overcomes the apparent limitations on

magnetic dipole (MD) effects imposed by the multipole

expansion of classical electrodynamics.5 It appears at sub-rel-

ativistic intensities due to parametric enhancement. Classical

analysis,2 numerical simulations and perturbation theory,6 as

well as quantum theory7 of this phenomenon - transverse opti-

cal magnetism - have now been published. These treatments

describe charge oscillations that are driven jointly by the elec-

tric and magnetic field components of a linearly-polarized

light field. The fields act together (despite their orthogonality)

to drive a dipolar magnetization parallel to the optical B field

in bound electron systems. Strong coupling of energy from

electric to magnetic motions accounts for the appearance of

large magnetic dipole (MD) moments despite the weakness of

optical Lorentz forces that exist at intensities far below the rel-

ativistic threshold (I << 1018 W/cm2).

In this paper we focus on the static charge displacement

(and longitudinal electric field) that accompanies transverse

optical magnetism. This phenomenon presents a striking

contrast to the well-known but weak inverse Faraday effect

which produces a small, quasistatic magnetic field along the

direction of propagation of light when the polarization is cir-

cular.8 It also contrasts with electric field generation by pon-

deromotive forces in plasmas, since transverse magnetism

only experiences parametric enhancement in systems of

bound charges.9 The present effect induces a strong electric

dipole moment along the propagation direction of linearly-

polarized light by a mechanism involving both the optical

electrical and magnetic field, making it quite distinct from

optical rectification, a quadratic nonlinearity that arises only

in noncentrosymmetric media and is purely electric.10 We

explain the origin of this magneto-electric effect and

consider its implications for ultrashort pulse interactions and

optical power conversion.

Numerical simulations of charge motion responding to

the driving forces of incident light are presented in this paper

to show that during magneto-electric interactions the cent-

roid of electron motion shifts away from the nucleus. Each

illuminated atom or molecule thereby acquires a large static

dipole moment, while undergoing driven harmonic motion.

This static polarization can be continuously sustained by

steady illumination and arises from a complex sequence of

events. First, the electric field initiates motion of electrons

from rest, in a direction parallel to the electric field. Then the

magnetic component of the light field causes a deflection of

the electron around its axis. This small deflection due to the

Lorentz force grows rapidly in amplitude as the result of a

nonlinear parametric interaction11,12 and the average position

of the electron shifts away from the nucleus. The appearance

of this static electric dipole along the axis of propagation is

symptomatic of magnetic energy storage in the medium.

Consequently, these steps result in the formation of an opti-

cally-charged capacitor that has the potential to provide an

efficient source of electrical energy.

We also point out in this paper that when the incident field

consists of a train of pulses, the quasistatic electric dipole

described above develops a transient character that can lead to

radiation at frequencies dictated by the pulse width with an am-

plitude dictated by charge transfer properties of the medium.

Pulses of short duration are capable of generating radiation

with a bandwidth as wide as Dm � ð1=spÞ, where sp is the

pulse width. For sp < 100 fs, this bandwidth extends well into

the THz range. Consequently, both optical charge separation

and magnetically-induced terahertz (THz) radiation are pre-

dicted in this novel interaction. On the basis of these results,

we evaluate a photo-voltaic generator concept that differs from

conventional solar cells by not requiring absorption of the inci-

dent light or the generation of free electrons. We also propose

THz generation in unbiased dielectrics.

II. Theory

To predict induced charge separation in bound electron

systems, we consider a closed system of N identical, neutrala)Electronic mail: wfisher@umich.edu.
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2-level atoms or molecules with a resonance frequency

x0 ¼ ðx2�x1Þ. The atoms are subjected to an electromag-

netic plane wave of frequency x that propagates with a

wavevector �k in the positive z-direction. The light is assumed

to be linearly-polarized along x̂. Relevant results from earlier

classical and quantum mechanical analyses of the induced

magneto-electric response in such a system are summarized

in the next two Sections.

A. Classical approach

The Lorentz oscillator model is a central paradigm of

classical optics. It is based on a picture in which a single

electron is bound to a nucleus by a harmonic potential and

undergoes forced motion subject to damping. In this model,

the driving forces are due to external electromagnetic fields

which set the electron into motion according to the equation

€�r þ c_�r þ x2
0�r ¼ ðq=meÞ½ �Eþ _�r � �B�; (1)

where �r is the relative position vector from the nucleus to the

electron, c is a phenomenological damping coefficient, and q
and me are the electron charge and mass, respectively. For

the propagation direction and polarization specified above,

the general equation of motion above reduces to two coupled

differential equations:

€xþ cx _xþx2
xx¼ðqE0=meÞcosðxtÞ�ðqB0=meÞ _zcosðxtÞ; (2)

€zþ cz _zþ x2
z z ¼ ðqB0=meÞ _x cosðxtÞ: (3)

Perturbative solutions of these equations, correct to first

order in the weak optical magnetic field,6 are

xðtÞ ¼ q

me

� �
E0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðx2
x � x2Þ þ c2

xx
2

p cosðxtþ u0Þ; (4)

and

zðtÞ ¼ �xq2E0B0

2m2
ex

2
z

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðx2

x � x2Þ2 þ c2
xx

2

q sinð/0Þ

þ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðx2

z � ð2xÞ2Þ2 þ c2
z ð2xÞ2

q
� xq2E0B0

2m2
e

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðx2

x � x2Þ2 þ c2
xx

2

q sinð2xtþ /0 � /1Þ;

(5)

where u0� tan�1½�cxx=ðx2
x�x2Þ� and u1� tan�1f�2czx=

½x2
z �ð2xÞ2�g

The second term in Eq. (5) describes motion at twice the

optical frequency, and gives rise to magneto-electric second

harmonic generation,13 but is not relevant to the present

work. The first term of Eq. (5) for z(t), which is the longitudi-

nal charge displacement, is a zero frequency term corre-

sponding to a static charge separation induced by the

incident light in the neutral atom. This is optical rectification

in a system with inversion symmetry, making it distinct from

previously analyzed quadratic nonlinearities.10 For continuous

illumination, this result describes the formation of a sustained

electric dipole moment and a corresponding electric field or

voltage along the direction of propagation.

For illumination by ultrashort pulses, the implication is

that THz radiation can be generated through impulsive rec-

tification in unbiased, neutral dielectrics. This mechanism

of THz generation is different from nonlinear electrical rec-

tification in noncentro-symmetric media in two ways. First,

the dipole generated by the ultrafast rectification lies along

the direction of propagation rather than being perpendicular

to it. Second, the indices of refraction for IR and THz radia-

tion in a dielectric are much better matched than in most

nonlinear crystals. For example, in fused silica the interac-

tion described above will result in the generation of

THz radiation in a Cerenkov cone with a half-angle of

cos�1(nIR/nTHz)¼ 42 degrees.14 This angle is not as large as

the Cerenkov cone angle in nonlinear crystals used for THz

generation by conventional rectification, making it some-

what easier to extract the THz radiation from the nonlinear

medium.

B. Quantum approach

The quantum mechanical analysis of this problem pro-

ceeds from the master equation for the density matrix

i�h _q ¼ ½H; q� � i�h _qrelax: (6)

Since a full treatment has been given in the open literature,7

only a brief summary is presented here. The system is

assumed to consist of only two energy levels to make it as

simple as possible. Its Hamiltonian H ¼ Ho þ VðtÞ contains

a time-independent part

Ho ¼ �hx1 1j i 1h j þ �hx2 2j i 2h j; (7)

which describes the unperturbed diagonal matrix elements of

the static Hamiltonian and an optical interaction V(t) of the

combined dipole form

V ¼ ��lðeÞ � �E� �lðmÞ � �B: (8)

_qrelax represents phenomenological relaxation of individual

density matrix elements in the Schrodinger picture. The

pump light is assumed to be detuned by an amount

D1 � x0�x from the electric dipole allowed transition at x0,

as in the preceding Section.

Equation (6) can readily be solved for steady-state

response by taking into account the electric field exactly and

treating the magnetic field of the light as a perturbation. The

result for the polarization of the system is found to be

�PðtÞ ¼Nẑ

(
1

2

lðeÞ21 ½X
0ðmÞ
0 �12½X

ðeÞ
0 �12

½D1þ iCðeÞ12 �½x/þ iCðmÞ12 �
þ c:c:

) !

þ
(

1

2

lðeÞ21 ½X
ðmÞ
0 �12½X

ðeÞ
0 �12

½D1þ iCðeÞ12 �½D2þ iCðmÞ12 �
e2ixtþ c:c:

) ! (9)

Factors in the numerators of Eq. (9) are Rabi frequencies

defined by XðmÞ0 ¼ lðmÞB0=�h, XðeÞ0 ¼ lðeÞE0=�h, and X
0ðmÞ
0

¼ lðmÞB�0=�h. The electric and magnetic dipole transition
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moments are lðeÞ and lðeÞ respectively. xu is the resonant fre-

quency for torsional (magnetic) oscillations about the axis of

the B field.

Equation (9) contains two terms with different frequen-

cies. The first is a zero frequency term that predicts a static

charge separation induced by light in dielectric media illumi-

nated by moderately intense light. This term is analogous to

the first in the classical result of Eq. (5), except that the

required microscopic symmetry is no longer exact inversion

symmetry, as discussed in Ref. 7. It accounts for the charge

separation and THz emission effects of interest in this paper,

is proportional to the product E0B0 of field amplitudes, and is

enhanced electronically when D1 ¼ 0 or magnetically when

xu is small. However, it is independent of the parametric

detuning factor D2 because it is a static rather than a dynamic

term. The second term is the radiant electric polarization

mentioned in the last section that gives rise to longitudinally-

polarized second harmonic radiation, but which is not of in-

terest in this paper.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Charge separation in coherent fields

To follow the actual trajectory of an electron driven by

the light field in real space, the time-dependent equations of

motion must be solved. For this purpose, classical theory is

perfectly adequate and Eqs. (4) and (5) can simply be inte-

grated numerically, provided that the incident light field does

not induce population changes. This latter requirement calls

for the simulation of off-resonant excitation. In the simula-

tions that follow (Figs. 2–5), the driving field is therefore

detuned by more than one transition linewidth and field

strengths are adjusted to correspond to either of two regimes:

a low intensity regime where magnetic interactions are negli-

gible and a high intensity regime where magnetically-driven

polarizations attain their maximum amplitude with respect to

the linear electric polarization of the medium.

Figure 1 presents two trajectories calculated by direct

integration of the classical harmonic oscillator model includ-
ing the magnetic Lorentz force see Refs. 2 and 6). In each

plot, the optical field is applied as a step function at time

zero and frequency is detuned from electronic resonance by

D1=cx ¼ D1=C
ðeÞ
12 ¼ 1:67. Normalized frequency parameters

were assigned fixed values of x ¼ 1, xx ¼ xy ¼ 1:5,

xz ¼ 0:2, cx ¼ cy ¼ cz ¼ 0:3. Figure 1(a) is calculated for

an incident plane wave field of E0 ¼ 1 V/m and Fig. 1(b) is

for E0 ¼ 108 V/m. In the first case, at low field strength, the

trajectory lies almost entirely along the x-axis of the electric

field, as expected for low intensity optical interactions.

Motion driven by the electric field dominates the dynamics

overwhelmingly. Magnification of the horizontal scale by

109 is necessary to make the component of the motion in the

direction of propagation of light large enough to see. It is

this component that originates from the Lorentz force. In

FIG. 2. Cartesian components of electron

motion along (a) the x axis, and along (b)

the z axis, calculated for E0 ¼ 108 V/m

and scoh ¼ 1. Frequency and linewidth

parameters were chosen to be x ¼ 1,

x0 � xx ¼ xy ¼ 1:5, xu � xz ¼ 0:2 and

cx ¼ cy ¼ cz ¼ 0:3.

FIG. 1. (a) Trajectory of electron motion

calculated by integration of the equations

of motion for an incident electric field

strength of E0 ¼ 1 V/m. Note the on the

x and z axes differ by nine orders of mag-

nitude. (b) Trajectory of electron motion

for an incident electric field strength of

E0 ¼ 108 V/m. Note the scales on the x
and z axes are differ only by two orders

of magnitude in this figure. Frequency

and linewidth parameters were chosen to

be x ¼ 1, xx ¼ xy ¼ 1:3, xz ¼ 1 and

cx ¼ cy ¼ cz ¼ 1.
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Fig. 1(b) on the other hand, the horizontal scale is only one

hundredth that of the vertical axis. At slightly higher inten-

sity, the motion along z develops an amplitude comparable

to that of motion along x.

It can be seen from both of these figures that motion

reaches a steady state after only a few periods. The devia-

tions from linear response along the electric field direction

appear on an ultrafast time scale in this simulation. The

electron follows a strongly curved path and the centroid of

the motion is displaced forward along the direction of prop-

agation, away from the nucleus located at x ¼ y ¼ z ¼ 0.

Although E and B are similar in that they oscillate harmoni-

cally at the optical frequency and therefore have an average

value of zero, E is a polar vector that reverses sign upon

inversion, whereas B is an axial vector which does not. In

combination, it is evident from Fig. 1 that these field

components can drive a static displacement of bound elec-

trons with respect to the nucleus. Remarkably, the exchange

of energy that takes place between the electric and mag-

netic degrees of freedom in the system does not reverse as

time progresses, as it does in other coupled oscillator sys-

tems. Here, the overall optical interaction at intermediate

(sub-relativistic) intensities yields an electric dipole (ED)

moment on an ultrafast time scale which is quasistatic and

intensity-dependent. The large amplitude of this effect may

be ascribed to the doubled frequency of electron motion

projected along z [Figs. 2(b)–4(b) and 5(c)], and the ortho-

gonality of the electric and magnetic driving fields, which

introduces intense parametric enhancement of the magnetic

response. Since the dynamics have been shown to obey a

complex Mathieu equation (see Ref. 6), this result is not too

surprising.

FIG. 3. Cartesian components of electron motion along (a) the x axis, and along (b) the z axis, calculated for E0 ¼ 108 V/m and an average phase disruption

time of scoh ¼ 30 fs. Frequency and linewidth parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. Cartesian components of electron motion along (a) the x axis, and along (b) the z axis, calculated for E0 ¼ 108 V/m and an average phase disruption

time of scoh ¼ 3 fs. Frequency and linewidth parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.
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B. Charge separation in stochastic fields

The Cartesian trajectories plotted in Fig. 1 were

obtained by assuming a completely coherent driving field

(scoh ¼ 1). In this case, the system undergoes a forced oscil-

lation that continues without variation after the first few peri-

ods. The Cartesian components of this charge motion are

therefore seen to vary harmonically at long times in Fig. 2.

The excursions along x and z are plotted separately in Figs.

2(a) and 2(b) for clarity, and reveal that the projection of cir-

cular motion on z doubles its frequency, in agreement with

analysis in Ref. 2. These calculations provide a point of com-

parison with the driven response to stochastic fields. The

effects of dephasing and depolarization are explored next in

Figs. 3–5.

To follow charge motion driven by a random light

field, an Euler integration technique15 that employed a con-

stant temporal step size was used. The stochastic character

of sunlight was simulated by changing the phase of the

driving fields by an amount in the range 0–2p at an average

rate of s�1
coh. One hundred integration steps were performed

per optical cycle. This permitted precise variation and

specification of the coherence time. For example, at a

wavelength of 800 nm the optical period is 2.6 fs, so a

coherence time of 30 fs can be modeled accurately by

randomly changing phase at an average rate of once per

1150 steps. The effect of a stochastic driving field with

scoh ¼ 30 fs is presented in Fig. 3. When the dephasing

time was reduced to 3 fs to correspond specifically to radia-

tion from the sun, the results in Fig. 4 were obtained. Note

that in both Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) a large, positive offset of

the average motion is still evident in the direction of propa-

gation, despite dephasing at rates approaching the optical

frequency. It should be noted that the arbitrary unit scales

of Figs. 3–5 are the same for easy comparison.

Sunlight exhibits rapid, random fluctuations both in

phase and polarization. To simulate radiation from this

source fully, the procedure described above must therefore

be generalized to include stochastic polarization fluctuations.

Allowance for random polarizations in the x-y plane necessi-

tates an extension of the calculations above to three dimen-

sions. Consequently in Fig. 5 the projection of the electron

trajectory along y is presented in addition to the components

along x and z. Polarization jumps were assumed to take place

at the same time as phase jumps, but were based on a sepa-

rate random number generator. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) jointly

furnish a map of the electron motion in the transverse plane.

By comparing similar plots where z is nearly constant, one

FIG. 5. Cartesian components of electron motion along (a) the x, (b) the y, and (c) the z axes, calculated for E0 ¼ 108 V/m and an average phase and polariza-

tion disruption time of scoh ¼ 3 fs. Frequency and linewidth parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.
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notices that decreases in the amplitude of motion along x
invariably accompany increases in the amplitude along y and

vice versa. In Fig. 5(c), the average displacement of the

charge along z remains similar to that when phase-only dis-

ruptions are taken into account. Large random excursions

and oscillations are evident in Fig. 5(c) but the average offset

remains similar to that in Fig. 2(b). The average offset repre-

sents the DC voltage available for extraction but we empha-

size that phase and polarization transients tend to increase

rather than decrease the offset.

C. Optical-to-electrical power conversion

The charge separation described above saturates when

the magnetic current density JM attains its maximum value,

namely one half the electric displacement current JE.2,7 At

higher levels of excitation than this, in the so-called satura-

tion regime, the magnetic susceptibility is

vðmÞ ¼ � 1

2
vðeÞ; (10)

and the longitudinal polarization established by it is propor-

tional to the electric field, just like the usual transverse polar-

ization induced by the electric field component of light. As

we show next, through the use of Eq. (10), predictions can

be made of the surface charge density attainable in a plane-

parallel dielectric slab illuminated uniformly with a specified

intensity of coherent light - without knowledge of the line-

width parameters, detunings and transition moments in Eq.

(10). With this information, the electric energy density that

can be stored in a magnetic “optical capacitor” may be accu-

rately estimated in the undepleted pump limit.

The simplest way to calculate the energy U stored in a

magnetic optical capacitor is to imagine a simple parallel

plate capacitor formed by a dielectric slab of thickness L and

permittivity e through which the light propagates. Then, as is

well-known,

U ¼ 1

2
CV2; (11)

where C is the capacitance and V is the voltage that develops

across the slab due to irradiation. The displacement charge Q
that develops is given by the beam area A times the induced

surface charge density rs.

Q ¼ rsA (12)

The magnitude of any surface charge density is the same as

the polarization P per unit volume that causes it.16 Hence,

making use of Eq. (10) and the standard formula for the ca-

pacitance of a dielectric slab, we have

V ¼ Q

C
¼ rsA

eA=L
¼ PðmÞL

e
¼
�1

2
vðeÞEL

e=e0

¼ �ðer � 1ÞEL

2er
; (13)

where we note that in this case the polarization

PðmÞ ¼ �ð1=2Þe0vðeÞE is of magneto-electric origin, is dia-

magnetic, and equals half the usual electric polarization. In

Eq. (13), use has also been made of the relationship

vðeÞ ¼ er � 1 between the susceptibility vðeÞ and the relative

permittivity er ¼ e=e0. Substitution of Eqs. (12) and (13) into

(13) results in a stored energy of

U ¼ 1

2

e0erA

L

ðer � 1ÞEL

2er

� �2

: (14)

In the focal region of a fundamental Gaussian beam of radius

x0, the relevant area and confocal parameter are given by17

A ¼ px2
0 (15)

and

Lconf ¼
2p

ffiffiffiffi
er
p

x2
0

k
: (16)

Hence, if we ignore depletion of the optical pump wave, the

expression for energy stored in the medium as the result of

interacting with a Gaussian beam over the length Lconf , is

Umax ¼
e0p2x4

0

4k
ffiffiffiffi
er
p ðer � 1Þ2E2: (17)

When the pump wave consists of laser light, the wavelength

in Eq. (17) is that of the laser and er is the permittivity at the

laser wavelength. For solar input, representative values near

the peak of the solar spectrum may be assumed. In the latter

case it is important to note that the power conversion is oper-

ative at all wavelengths in the solar spectrum that fall within

the transparency range of the conversion material. Hence, er

is determined by the off-resonance susceptibility and the

entire spectrum is useful for power conversion.

For efficient optical power generation, the energy stor-

age process that develops charge separation must be repeated

as rapidly and as often as possible. In the case of sunlight,

the direction of propagation of light in the slab should there-

fore alternate at a high rate X. Because the rise time of

charge separation is faster than 100 fs (see Figs. 2 and 3 and

Refs. 1 and 2), it is virtually instantaneous compared with

attainable values of X�1. Hence power extraction via con-

ducting electrodes applied to the surface of the slab will be

limited chiefly by X, assuming that the focused intensity

achieves magnetic saturation. Assuming that all the stored

energy is extracted during each cycle of beam reversal, the

maximum generated power is expressible as

Pmax ¼
e0p2x4

0

2k
ffiffiffiffi
er
p ðer � 1Þ2g0XI; (18)

where g0 is the electromagnetic impedance of vacuum and I
is the focused optical intensity

D. Power conversion efficiency

Estimates of the power levels and efficiencies of a con-

verter based on magnetic charge separation can be made

using Eq. (18). This equation incorporates the relationship

between the length Lconf of the region over which focusing

of a Gaussian beam can be maintained and the corresponding

focal spot size x0. Hence, it will be applied first to estimate

optical-to-electric power conversion of a single mode laser
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beam, under the assumption that the focused intensity is

adequate to saturate the chosen magnetic conversion me-

dium. Then, a simple extension involving guided waves will

be applied to remove the constraint between sample length L
and spot size. This greatly improves efficiency and makes so-

lar power conversion possible.

To estimate the optical-to-electric power conversion pos-

sible with a 1 kW fundamental Gaussian beam switched at a

rate of X ¼ 25 MHz, we consider focusing it to a spot size of

x0 ¼ 50 lm in a sample of sapphire of length Lconf ¼ 4:45

cm. Taking the relative permittivity and wavelength to be

er ¼ 3:115 and k¼ 800 nm respectively, an extracted power

of Pmax ¼ 1:04 W is obtained. That is, the conversion effi-

ciency is found to be just g ¼ Pextr=Pin ¼ 0:114%. This esti-

mate and the ones that follow ignore losses from coupling to

external circuits with real loads, or to energy storage devices

like batteries. This is because electrical coupling losses can be

made quite small for capacitive energy sources using energy

harvesting circuitry.18

Note that if the light were focused into an optical fiber

of length L, it would be confined over lengths much longer

than Lconf , regardless of spot size. Hence, we next consider a

sapphire fiber of length L¼ 10 m, removing the constraint

between sample length L and x0 given by Eq. (16). Single-

crystal sapphire fibers have a favorably high index, high ther-

mal conductivity, and can be grown in meter lengths by the

laser-heated pedestal growth method.19 In this situation, the

expression for extracted power becomes

Pmax ¼
e0px2

0L

4er
ðer � 1Þ2g0XI: (19)

For the same input power of 1.0 kW and a fiber core radius of

x0¼50 lm, the extracted power is now 0.299 kW at X ¼ 25

MHz. Under these conditions, ignoring pump depletion, the

theoretical conversion efficiency climbs to g ¼ 30%.

On a sunny day at low latitudes, a spherical solar con-

centrator of diameter 1.0 m collects power roughly equal to

that considered above, namely 1 kW. The concentrator may

be assumed to be an f1 optic whose focal length equals its di-

ameter. In practice this will focus sunlight as tightly as is

practical. The sun subtends a relatively large angle a ¼ 4:67

mrad at earth, so sunbeams are not Gaussian beams. Instead,

the focal image size x0 is a fixed fraction of the radius R of

the concentrator: x0 ¼ 4:67� 10�3R. For collected powers

in the kW range, the focal spot size is therefore much larger

than in the earlier estimates for a Gaussian beam source. The

available focal spot intensity is limited to approximately

Iavail	1.46� 107 W/m2, which is considerably lower than

the intensity required for saturation of the optical magnetiza-

tion in materials like CCl4 that have values of Isat exceeding

107 W/cm2 (Ref. 3). Recognizing that the magnetic satura-

tion intensity varies dramatically from one material to

another,3 and that available intensities may be lower than

Isat, a formula for the electrical power that can be extracted

from a material with given Isat at available light intensities is

needed. With these constraints, the magnetic susceptibility is

vðmÞ ¼ �ðIavail=IsatÞ1=2ðvðeÞ=2Þ. Hence, the expression for

power output becomes

Pout ¼
e0pðer � 1Þ2

4er
x2

0Lg0X
I2
avail

Isat

� �
: (20)

The earlier discussion of Figs. 3–5 showed that the charge

separation effect of interest here is not significantly reduced

by dephasing or depolarization at rates approaching the opti-

cal frequency itself. Unlike interactions between linear

oscillators, the transfer of energy between the electric and

magnetic degrees of freedom of light resists disruption and is

irreversible. Hence coherent light is not needed to drive the

magneto-electric power generation described here. Taking

this into account and using the expression for Pout in

Eq. (20), the output of a solar converter based on magneto-

electric conversion can be accurately predicted. As an exam-

ple, we consider implementing a generator with a u ¼ 1 m

diameter concentrator, a 1-cm diameter bundle of sapphire

fibers each of which has a length L ¼ 10 m and external cir-

cuitry consisting of several 50/1 step-down transformers and

semiconductor rectifiers with reverse breakdown voltage

ratings exceeding VB 
 600 V, for power conditioning.

According to Eq. (13), and assuming Iavail=Isat ¼ 0:1 in a fiber

core with the permittivity of sapphire, the end-to-end voltage

generated in each fiber of the bundle is V¼ 3.56� 105 Volts.

Using a representative wavelength of 0.6 lm for sunlight, and

a beam switching rate of X ¼ 25 MHz as before, the extracta-

ble power is 29.7 W, yielding a theoretical efficiency of

nearly 3%.

This scheme for optical power conversion is basically

capacitive in nature. Hence, the voltages that develop across

the conversion medium approach the megavolt range when

the efficiency is pushed to high values, for example by

extending fiber length. Although power extraction at high

voltages can be handled using transformers and robust elec-

tronics,18 the identification of materials with lowered inten-

sity requirements will facilitate power generation by

lowering the voltage levels that must be handled. Also, non-

capacitive schemes may offer alternatives. By using pulsed

or chopped input light, alternative implementations of this

power generation scheme can be imagined that would exploit

the transient, optical magnetization of the medium to pro-

duce current flow inductively. By passing the light through

an array of conducting split rings whose diameters lie paral-

lel to the propagation axis, single cycle voltage waves would

be generated by each pulse passing through the medium,

according to Lenz’s Law. Designs based on this approach

will be considered in a forthcoming publication.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have analyzed a new quadratic optical

interaction that can mediate quasistatic charge separation

and THz emission in transparent dielectric materials. A mag-

neto-electric power generation scheme has been proposed

that relies on displacement currents in insulators, and avoids

both the absorption and the electron-hole pair production

that typify semiconducting solar cells. Dephasing and depo-

larization of the pump light result in negligible reductions in

the expected charge separation and magnetic energy storage.

Hence for sufficiently high input power from a laser beam or
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a solar concentrator, particularly in conjunction with the use

of a waveguide and optimized conversion media, optical-to-

electrical power conversion efficiencies of 	10% or more

should be readily attainable.
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